GENSONIC
STENCIL CLEANING

Engineering Reliability in Electronics
General Description
The Gensonic is a manually operated ultrasonic transducer
unit for cleaning Stencils used in printing solder pastes
and glues.
It can be used either directly on the printer or the stencils
can be taken to the Gensonic Stencil Cleaning Centre.
Screen printed solder pastes tend to compact and trap
particles into aperture corners and Lead Free solder
pastes, that are less dense, tend to demonstrate this
tendency even more.
To clean effectively requires both "chemicals" and
mechanical agitation. Direct Ultrasonic Contact cleaning is
the ultimate way to clean SMT stencils with the minimum
amount of cleaning chemistry.
Employing a 40kHz ultrasonic generator, the single
transducer head cleans with great efficiency. However for
certain tougher applications, such as partially set glues,
then 2 transducer heads can be used from the same
Gensonic unit.
This cleaning technique requires only minimal amounts
of "chemistry" to be used to reduce environmental impact
and reduce cost.
The stencil is placed into the SCC frame mounted over a
special foam pad overlain with a disposable paper. At the
completion of each cleaned stencil, simply lift the frame
on the supports provided, pull the paper clear, and cut off.

GENSONIC Stencil Cleaning Centre:
SCC24 - For 584 x 584 mm stencils
SCC29 - For 740 x 740 mm stencils

Technical Specifications:
Dimensions: 300mm x 210mm x 90mm (L x B x H)
Power Supply: 220-240Volt AC 50Hz ,1A or
110 Volt AC 60Hz, <2A
Weight:
3.7 Kg

Stencil before cleaning with
Gensonic

Direct Ultrasonic Contact
cleaning with Gensonic

* Safe & Simple to use
* Uses minimal processing fluids
* No risk of stencil damage ˜ foam based platform
* Typical 3 minute cleaning cycle
* Suitable for both stainless steel & plastic stencils
* Cleans Solder paste or SMD Adhesives
* Accepts both foils or framed stencils

Economic and efficient stencil
cleaning in 4 simple steps
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GENSONIC - Stencil Cleaning in 4 simple steps:
Step 1
Spray and dampen the under screen paper

Step 2
Place stencil into support chase and spray fluid
over image area

Step 3
Move GENSONIC Transducer over image area.
Foot switch operated.

Step 4
Secure chase to raised position allowing top and
underside drying
All residues absorbed
into the underscreen
cleaning paper.
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